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Details of Visit:

Author: adwintle
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 11 Oct 2009 1400
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://victoria-stjames.moonfruit.com
Phone: 07968347873

The Premises:

Terraced house in the suburbs of Portsmouth, very easy to get to from the motorway, good parking
right outside. Perfectly ordinary and safe-feeling area. Living room and bedroom both nice and
comfortable.

The Lady:

Mid-late 30s, dyed dark red/brown hair (she's a natural redhead as she delighted in showing me a
little later...), classy looking lady - don't think MILF, think "executiveILF". Curvy body with lots of
freckles and a wicked glint in her eyes. 

The Story:

I decided to meet Victoria despite the fairly long journey involved on the entusiastic recomendation
of several people on the forums and in reports here, and she certainly didn't disappoint!

We had agreed on a roleplay beforehand, and she was dressed perfectly and well into character -
unfortunately events had intervened which killed the allure of the roleplay for me (and caused me to
be late for our meeting too), but Victoria didn't skip a beat as we moved instead into a "normal"
GFE, and she instead soothed my jangled nerves with a little chat (some of which was about the
array of implements on the living room table which she had prepared for me...).

After a little fooling around in the living room we moved upstairs (and I got the best view in the place
as she walked up the stairs in front of me), and into the bedroom where we got down to it. Without
getting too graphic, this lady genuinely enjoys her work (or at least is an actress worthy of an
Oscar), with oral enthusiatically given and received, before moving on to sex in the missionary
position with passionate kissing. GFE really doesn't cover it - this is how you wish your GF would be
in bed...

Once I had finished, a little earlier than I had like through a combination of my tiredness and
Victoria's brilliant performance, we passed the rest of the time (and a little extra, even accounting for
my late arrival - absolutely no clock-watching at all here) talking and cuddling, which was almost as
good as the sex, Victoria's a very funny and interesting lady.

Will definitely visit again, without the roleplay - Victoria herself is almost more than I could handle...
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